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CONSTITUTIVE ACT 

of Association of Social Promotion  

BEACHMED community for Mediterranean sustainable coasts   

Introduction 

In 2001 a project named BEACHMED was launched within the INTERREG IIIB - MEDOCC European 
program, reserved to the western Mediterranean coastal countries. Purpose of this project was to 
define technical, environmental and economic issues of the emerging  technologies (at least for the 
Mediterranean regions) concerning the exploitation of marine deposits of sand for the 
reconstruction and the conservation of coasts struck by erosion or any other regression phenomena, 
enhancing their resilience. The initial community of participants found in that circumstance, a lot of 
synergies and shared many common challenges concerning the management of the littorals, 
becoming aware of the primary need to integrate the coastal zones protection with the sustainable 
development of the hinterland and territorial sea zones. 

Over the past nearly twenty years more than ten new European projects have been launched and 
achieved (Beachemd-e, Coastance, Medlab, MAREMED, INTERCOAST, Coastgap, Medsandcoast, 
Coastal Mapping, Coevolve, Coevolve4BG,MedCoast4BlueGrowth, Change We care, ResMar, 
Maregot, etc.) together with other new partners coming from Italy, France, Greece, Spain , Cyprus, 
Slovenia, Croatia, establishing as well  a link with South and South-East Mediterranean countries, 
expanding interests to the ICZM (Integrated Coastal Zone Management), the MSP (Maritime Spatial 
Planning), Blue Economy,  including broader areas  and making more and more solid the relationship 
between institutional partners and the directly engaged personnel itself. 

One of the main result achieved in terms of agreement at a Mediterranean scale, was  the Bologna 
Charter, signed in 2007 during Beachmed-e project, re-launched in 2012 during Maremed project,  
and currently participated by 29 maritime administrations all over the Mediterranean basin, 
followed by the Joint Action Plan, launched in 2015 during COASTGAP project, which represents its 
programming tool. 

Many  members who worked and are still working on these long series of European projects (who 
recognise themselves in a sort of  “BEACHMED community”), they believed as well fundamental to 
link their activity with the main Mediterranean institutional networks like the UfM (Union for 
Mediterranean),  the CPMR (Conference of the Peripheral Maritime Regions) with  its 
Intermediterranean Commission , the UniMED (Union of the Universities of the Mediterranean), the 
Mediterranean Action Plan (MAP-UNEP) with its Priority Actions Programme/Regional Activity 
Centre (PAP/RAC) and the BLUEMED Initiative (Research and Innovation for blue jobs and growth in 
the Mediterranean area),  which by their side have taken into significant consideration this 
endeavour and  endorsed several  actions undertaken by that community in more than a few 
occasions, promoting the participation of public and private stakeholders.  

The BEACHMED community is characterized by a relevant presence of public officers involved in 
coastal or peripheric maritime administrations (regions, departments, municipalities, counties, 
protected areas, etc.),  many researchers from Universities/Institutes and many professionals and 
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